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great ingenuity or originality to inquire why the contract
should be an * all-in policy ', why men could not have
come to terms with their ruler instead of making an
absolute and unconditional surrender, and why it
should be impossible for them to concede some liberties
in order to maintain and to safeguard the rest. It
was on this philosophical foundation of the limited
contract that English Liberalism was built: it was with
this fairly simple dialectical weapon that Divine Right
(with its corollary of non-resistance on the part of the
subject) was struck down once and for all, and the
English Constitution turned, not indeed into a democracy
but into a limited monarchy controlled by an oligarchy
of wealth and birth, paying at least a verbal allegiance
to democratic formulae.
At the same time, however, it must be carefully
borne in mind that political and social theory was not
monopolized by the Constitutional struggle. The
Puritan Left, holding but a scant respect for the Parlia-
mentary leaders and their timid approaches to demo-
cracy, carried on the medieval tradition. They did not
relegate Natural Law to the realms of theoretical dis-
cussion, but brought it forward as a perennial truth
by which man might live now and live abundantly :
and with Natural Law they supported communism and
declared openly for a simple, a Christian, and a social
life. While the main body of Dissenters were engaged
upon the great political-legal problem of the day, i.e. the
saving of the Common Law from the tyranny of Royal
Prerogative, and consequently expressed their political
theory in terms of contract and of law, the extremists
were true to the medieval practice of linking political
with economic and ethical theory.
It was an epoch of dissent, and sects of every kind
were active. Some sprang up only to wither and decay :

